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Questions 1-9: Multiple Choice: 2 points each
Questions: Explain your work: 22 points total
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the two droplets attract each other?
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Question 1: The diagram above shows pairs of water droplets, which may be
positively charged, negatively charged, or neutral. In how many of the pairs above will

Question 2: If the rectangle above is twice as wide as it is high, what is the direction of
the electric field at the top-right comer due to the two charges shown? Note: vectors B,
E, H, and K point at 45 degrees to the horizontal.
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Question 3: Elmo loves elecfttc fìeids. To which point in the picture above should
Elmo go to find the largest electric field, if the curves shown are lines of constant
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Question ¿í: In the picture above, a uniform electr-ic field points to the right. A
positively charged object is attached by a rigicl rod ro a fixed pivot pointlmarked with
an x). Ifthe charged object is initialty held stationary and the; releåsed, we can sav that
( i gno rin g g ravity ) it w tll:

A) Rotate clockwise a¡ound the pivot until the rod points to the right and remain there.
B) Rotate clockwise around the pivot until the rod points down and remain the¡e.
C) Continue to rotate clockwise around and around the pivot.

(?)Oscillate back and forih between the initial configurarion and a configurarion where
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Question 6: The figure to the right shows the path a
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of the points indicated does the proton have the
highest kinetic energy?
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Question 7: The diagram below shows three infinite planes of charge with different
surface charge densities. Whicþ regio-n has rhe_largest magnitude of electric fleld?
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Questior, 8: In the picture below, which would have a greater acceleration, an object
with charge +1 and mass 4M placed at point A, or an object with charge +2 and mass
M placed at point B (twice as far from the dipole)? trEq
A)The+lchargeatA ^= ã= Ë
B) The +2 charse at B

(Ç/The accelerations would be the same
D) Not enough *Y1"" 
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Question 9: Two identical fish tanks are connected by a tube through which the fish
can swim. If there are originally 100 fish in the first tank and 300 fish in the second
tank, and if the fish swim around randomiy, the Second Law of Thermodynamics tells
us that:

4) After a ceftain time, there will always be 200 fish in each tank.

@ aft.. a while, it is very likely that the number of fish on the two sides will be- approximately equal.
C) If we look into one of the tanks after a long time, it is equally likeiy that we will

find any nr-rmber of fish frcm 0 tc 400.
D) After a long tìme, the distribution of fish may be differenr from 100-300, but o¡r

ayerage, the number of fish on one side will stay close to 100.
E) The fish, the water, and the tank will eventually become nothing more rhan a hot

ball of plasma, the anonymous fragments of an aquarium that once was.



The magnitude of the electric fîeld is E = 4 N/C. The puck has a charge -1 C and a
mass of 250 grams. The distance between the puck and the net is x = 8 m.

Assuming Chuck succeeds, determine the rnagnitude of the initial velocity of the puck
and calculate kow long it tøkes for the puck to travel into the net.
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Question tr 0: In a spirited game of
Electric Field Hockey, Chuck the
Chicken attempts to score a goal (and

obviously succeeds) by shooting the
negatively charged puck toward a
negatively charged infinite plane.
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Question ln:

At a particle accelerator, a beam of protons travels through a hollow conducting
cylinder, as shown above. Determine the magnitude of the outward electric field, as a
functìon of the distance r to the center of the beam, in the regions 0 < r < R1, R1 (r(
Rz, aud r > R2. Assume that the protons are spread throughout the interior of the
cylinder, so that the charge density inside is a constant p.

Hint: assume the beam ís infinitely long and consider cylindrical Gaussían surfaces of
length land dffirent radii. What is the flux through the curved parts? What is the flux
through the.flat ends of the cylinder?
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Questio¡l X2r
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a) A long polymer molecule has a series of many 'Joints," each of which can be
straight or bent 180' back on itself. The straight and the bent configurations both
have the same energy. Draw all the possible configurations of molecules with 2 and

b) When these molecules are observed in a medium where they are completeÌy free to
move around, they are never found stretched out to their maximum length, but
instead they are bent up so that the total length is much shofter than the maximum
possible. Explain quaiitatively why this is the case. Estimate the chances that a
given molecule will be fbund completely stretched out. If the polymer has 100
joints, describe a calculation that could be done (in principle) to estimate what the
length of a typical configuration would be.
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